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Apache Spark Professional Training with Hands On Lab Sessions

2.

Oreilly Databricks Apache Spark Developer Certification Simulator

3.

Hadoop Professional Training

4.

Apache OOZie HandsOn Professional Training

HDPCA : HDP ADMINISTRATION CERTIFICATION EXAM
TIPS & TRICKS
By www.HadoopExam.com
Note: These instructions should be used with the HadoopExam Apache OOzie: Professional Trainings.
Where it is executed and you can do hands on with trainer.

Cloudera CCA175 (Hadoop and Spark Developer Hands-on Certification available with total 90 solved
problem scenarios. Click for More Detail)
Cloudera CCPDE575 (Hadoop BigData Data Engineer Professional Hands-on Certification available
with total 79 solved problem scenarios. Click for More Detail)
Cloudera CCA159 Data Analyst Certification Practice Questions (Total 73 HandsOn Practice Questions)
Java & JEE , Spring, Hibernate and other trainings will be available on www.HadoopExam.com

Question 1: In HDPCA, should I perform all the tasks manually, using command line or using
Ambari UI?
Answer: It is your choice, in whatever way you feel comfortable you should solve the problem.
They are just interested to check that, you have solved given problem scenario or not.
Practice 57 HDPCA Problem Scenarios as well as HDP Administrator Hands-on Training with in
depth concepts.
Question 2: In HDPCA given task will have specific single thing/part?
Answer: It may be. But most probably you will be given tasks which required multiple steps to
be accomplished. In a given tasks there could be multiple parts.
Question 3: I have completed all the required configurations, but service is not started
properly. Will I get marks for this HDPCA tasks?
Answer: Yes, as far as you have done properly done required configuration than it should be
considered complete solution. However, it is decided by evaluator.
Question 4: I have some specific question about my HDPCA exam, whom should I contact?
Answer: You can drop an email to certification@hortonworks.com
Question 5: In HDPCA exam, which all documentation will be accessible?
Answer: You can access below link, during your exam.
http://hortonworks.com/training/certification/hdp-certified-developer-faq-page
However, it is suggested you practice all the Questions provided here. At least more than once,
so it can save your lot of time.
Question 6: Are we allowed to use Google search engine during real HDPCA exam?
Answer: No, you are not allowed. You can access only documentation provided above.
Question 7: Do we have to configure services in HDPCA exam?
Answer: Yes, you might be asked to do basic configuration for any HDP service. However, main
focus is installation. You might not be asked to very optimally configuring services like Kafka,
Accumulo, Atlas, Slider or any other service.
Practice 57 HDPCA Problem Scenarios as well as HDP Administrator Hands-on Training with in
depth concepts.
Question 8: Are there any possibility of getting question on setting property of services?

Answer: You may be asked to re-set existing property of a service or new property needs to be
created. If you practice all the 57 scenarios given here, it would be very easy to solve given
problem in HDPCA exam.
Question 9: Should I change the configuration of Service , while installation to make it
optimal?
Answer: If they asked to change the property than you have to do. If it is not asked, let it be
default.
Question 10: How to prepare for HDPCA certification?
Answer: You can practice all 57 scenarios given here. If you are new or not comfortable with
the HDP admin. http://www.HadoopExam.com soon launching an hands on training for BigData
Administration. Please subscribe on website to get regular alert.
Question 11: Do we need to set up the OS as well in real HDPCA exam?
Answer: No, cluster will already minimally configured. So you don t need to install from scratch.
However, having this experience will certainly helpful.
Question 12: Which OS will be given during exam?
Answer: It is linux OS.
Question 13: I have made the changes , but services are still under maintenance mode. Will
this be considered as completed task?
Answer: No, once proper configuration is done. Service should start properly and should not be
in maintenance mode.
Question 14: Should I prefer Ambari or command line?
Answer: You should prefer Ambari.
Practice 57 HDPCA Problem Scenarios as well as HDP Administrator Hands-on Training with in
depth concepts.
Question 15: How do I know the fully qualified name of the node?
Answer: You should try either of the below command on linux terminal.
hostname –f
hostname –fqdn
Question 16: What, needs to be solved for configuring and managing alerts?
Answer: Change or enable new alerts with given parameters. Refer practice Questions here

Question 17: What kind of tasks will be asked under troubleshooting section?
Answer: You should be able to find logs of jobs and in the log you need to find real cause of Job
failure.
Question 18: Which all checkpoint parameters, we need to remember or focus?
Answer:
fs.namenode.checkpoint.period – The number of seconds between two periodic
checkpoints.dfs.namenode.checkpoint.txns – The standby will create a checkpoint of the
namespace every dfs.namenode.checkpoint.txns transactions, regardless of whether
dfs.namenode.checkpoint.period has expired.
Thus a new checkpoint will be created if either the checkpoint period is reached or number of
unchecked transactions has maxed out, whichever happens first.
Question 19: How to find NameNode is in safemode or not?
Answer: Use below command
hdfs dfsadmin -safemode get
Using below command, you can enter or come out the safemode of the NameNode
#Enter in safemode
hdfs dfsadmin -safemode enter
#Get the status
hdfs dfsadmin -safemode get
#Leave the safemode
hdfs dfsadmin -safemode leave

Question 20: Do, I have to create complete script for rack awareness?
Answer: You don't need to remember how to create script, but you need to be familiar with
content and have skills in rack awareness configuration using Ambari.
Question 21: Should I create, HDP multi node cluster my own?
Answer: Yes, it is suggested. You should be able to create HDP cluster using plain Linux OS. Also
able to configure basic OS requirement for creating HDP cluster.
Practice 57 HDPCA Problem Scenarios as well as HDP Administrator Hands-on Training with in
depth concepts.

All Products List of www.HadoopExam.com

TRAINING'S (AVAILABLE)











Hadoop BigData Professional Training
HBase (NoSQL) Professional Training
Apache Spark Professional Training
Apache OOZie (Hadoop workflow) Professional Training
Beginner AWS Training Course- (HETRNAWS101)
Core Java 1z0-808 Exam training
JAX-WS (Java WebService HandsOn Training)
Scala Programming Training
Python Programming Training
Hortonworks Administration Professional Trainings

MAPR HADOOP AND NOSQL CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)




MapR Hadoop Developer Certification
MapR HBase NoSQL Certification
MapR Spark Developer Certification (In Progress)

HORTONWORKS HADOOP AND NOSQL CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)





HDPCD : NO Java (Hortonworks Developer Certification)
HDPCD : Spark (Spark Developer Certifications)
HDPCA : Hortonworks Administration Certification
Hortonworks Administration Professional Trainings

CLOUDERA HADOOP AND SPARK CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)





CCA131 : Hadoop Administrator
CCA-175 Cloudera® (Hadoop and Spark Developer)
CCP:DE575 : Cloudera® Data Engineer Certification
CCA159 : Cloudera Data Analyst Certifications

DATABRICKSA OREILLY SPARK CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)


Apache Spark Developer

AWS: AMAZON WEBSERVICE CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)





AWS Solution Architect : Associate
AWS Solution Architect: Professional
AWS Developer : Associate
AWS Sysops Admin : Associate

MICROSOFT AZURE CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)



Azure 70-532
Azure 70-533

DATA SCIENCE CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)


EMC E20-007

EMC CERTIFICATIONS (AVAILABLE)


EMC E20-007

SAS ANALYTICS CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)





SAS Base A00-211
SAS Advanced A00-212
SAS Analytics : A00-240
SAS Administrator : A00-250

ORACLE JAVA CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)




Java 1z0-808
Java 1z0-809
Java 1z0-897 (Java WebService Certification)

ORACLE DATABASE CLOUD CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE)



1z0-060 (Oracle 12c)
1z0-061 (Oracle 12c)

Subscribe Here for Regular Updates: Like New Training Module launched

Become Author and Trainer: We are looking for Author (Writing Technical Books) and Trainer (Creating
Training Material): No Compromise on Quality.
Benefit: You will get very good revenue sharing. Please drop us an email to hadoopexam@gmail.com (For the
skills, you feel you are master)
We are sure, you are good at least one technology. Don’t limit your potential, contact us immediately with your
skill. Our expert team will contact you with more detail. You training and Books will reach to all our existing
network and with our expert marketing team we will help you to reach as much as technical professional, with
our Smart Advertising network. Contact us with sending an email hadoopexam@gmail.com
Opportunity to share your knowledge with all learners who are in need. We are helping 1000's of learners since
last 4 years and established ourselves with Quality low cost material.

